
MSI Kanban Certification.
Are you looking to advance your career? Discover the importance and 
benefits of getting your Kanban Implementation Specialist (KIS) 
Certification and how it can boost your professional development.

Management and Strategy Institute

https://www.msicertified.com/project-management/kanban-certification/


Importance of Certifications in Professional 
Development
In today's highly competitive job market, certifications play a crucial role in showcasing your 
expertise and commitment to professional growth. Kanban Certification is no exception.



What is Kanban?
Kanban is an agile project management methodology that emphasizes visualizing work, limiting 
work in progress, and continuously improving productivity.



Benefits of Kanban Certification

1 Increased Job Opportunities

Having a Kanban Certification opens doors to a wide range of job opportunities, as 
organizations increasingly adopt Kanban as their preferred project management 
approach.

2 Demonstrating Expertise in Kanban Methodology

A Kanban Certification validates your knowledge and mastery of Kanban principles, 
making you a competent and reliable professional in the eyes of employers and 
clients.

3 Enhanced Project Management Skills

Kanban Certification equips you with valuable project management skills, such as 
visualizing workflow, managing priorities, and fostering collaboration.

https://www.msicertified.com/project-management/kanban-certification/


Process of Kanban Certification

1 Eligibility Criteria

The MSI Kanban Certification has no prerequisites.  You are welcome to 
register for the online program regardless of education or prior experience 

in project management or agile methodologies.

2 Training and Preparation

Enroll in the MSI Kanban Certification training program to gain a 
comprehensive understanding of Kanban principles, practices, and 

implementation.  The cost includes the online training and the MSI 
certification exam.

3 Examination Process

Pass the rigorous MSI examination that assesses your knowledge and 
application of Kanban concepts, ensuring that you are well-prepared to 
implement Kanban methodologies.



Relevance to Different Industries

Software Development

Kanban has revolutionized software development by enabling teams to streamline 
workflows, improve collaboration, and deliver high-quality products efficiently.

Manufacturing

In manufacturing, Kanban helps optimize production processes, reduce waste, and 

enhance overall efficiency by ensuring a smooth flow of materials and goods.

Marketing

Kanban enables marketing teams to plan, execute, and manage campaigns 

effectively, ensuring timely delivery of marketing assets and improved campaign 
performance.



Conclusion
By obtaining a Kanban Certification online, you gain a competitive edge in the job market, 

demonstrate your expertise in Kanban methodology, and enhance your project management skills.
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Kanban Implementation Specialist
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